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P REFACE
Queer Studies: Beyond Binaries is designed for undergraduate survey
courses in the growing field of queer studies, sometimes referred to as
LGBT studies or GLBT studies or some other variation of the acronyms
associated with sexual identity and orientation. It grew out of my own
experiences in teaching such a class, designed for students at any level of
undergraduate study and from any major or minor, with no prerequisite.
Thus, it makes no assumptions about its target audience’s prior knowledge
in sexuality studies, and it takes care to spend time defining and explaining
the myriad terms and concepts on which the study of the lives of queer
people and of the acts of “queering” are built.
While it uses concepts from both queer theory and queer history throughout, especially as foundations for the more specific and detailed ideas, figures, movements, and case studies in each chapter, the book is not designed
for classes strictly in either theory or history. There are a number of accessible and excellent books designed to introduce students to queer theory or
history, but this book is designed to give its readers an overview of both
various disciplinary and interdisciplinary perspectives on the material, ranging from linguistics through biology through psychology through politics,
and ending with aesthetics.
U NIQU E F EAT UR ES
Interdisciplinary Approach
I came to the teaching of the course as someone who had taught undergraduate college students for many decades, often using queer texts and
concepts in my classes, but never focusing exclusively on queer studies. As
a teacher of a general course in queer studies, you may come from specific
disciplinary training and teaching but may be eager to expand the reach of
your own interest in queer studies to a broader perspective and set of
approaches. As a teacher, I myself span both positions, having done my
earlier undergraduate and graduate training in communication and performance studies and then later pursuing graduate work in a field that, like
queer studies, is by definition and philosophy interdisciplinary, disability
studies. My own experience is that the diversity of life experiences and
scholarly perspectives my own students bring to this class is itself instructive and has helped form the organization and content of the course. It is
also the case that the academy has shifted from strict disciplinary divisions,
such as they were, and has been moving increasingly toward approaches
that build on dialogues between different disciplines and their similarly
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different assumptions, methods, and paradigms. Often, the best of such work
involves scholars working in teams, in dialogues between, for example, literary studies and cognitive science, and history and statistics. The book,
then, helps model such approaches to the production and understanding
of knowledge and offers students an opportunity to begin to enter into the
kinds of scholarly and intellectual work they will encounter as they move
through their studies.
Active Voice
This book is written with an active voice that invites students to build on their
own experiences and knowledge and apply ideas to their daily lives. By doing
this, students take ownership of their forming an understanding of queerness
as a concept and of queer lives they either inhabit themselves or encounter
among peers, family, and the social worlds with which they interact.
Exploration of Various Kinds of Binaries
As the subtitle suggests, one of the most significant features of this book is
its consistent questioning of various kinds of binaries, those “either-or”
pairings that have increasingly come under analysis and criticism. It is one
of the principal reasons the term queer studies is used throughout, rather
than LGBT(Q). In my experience students of this generation are much
more likely to name and identify their sexual identity (and gender expression) in ways that the acronyms tend to restrict. In the book, as in my
classroom, I make as few assumptions about the identities and experiences
of students as possible, with the hope that the book will be of use as much
to heterosexually identified students as to queer students who seek a place
to situate their own sense of self in larger contexts.
Investigative Approach
Each chapter includes at least two “Issues for Investigation,” discussion topics
that apply the concepts to real-world contexts or activities that can be carried out independently, in small groups, or as a class. The “Issues for Investigation” allow students to move beyond rote memorization of the terms
and concepts. Because they are discussion- and activity-driven, they allow
students whose learning styles may be more grounded in practical and
applied methods of acquiring knowledge to better understand the material.
Teachers will find additional questions and suggestions in the Instructor’s
Resources (details about which are provided below).
Intersectional Perspectives
While most existing queer studies textbook focus on queerness itself, it is
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becoming more and more clear that identity is never as simple as inhabiting
a single category or characteristic. There is growing interest in what critical
race and legal scholars call intersectionality, which recognizes that identity
is not a matter of belonging to a single social category. Thus, this textbook
takes the increasingly prevalent approach of intersectionality as one of its
central tenets: that identity is never singular, but always the product of
multiple characteristics, such as sexuality, race, gender, class, and ability or
disability. An intersectional approach also allows students who may not
identify as queer to understand and engage with the ways in which their
own multiple identities are relevant to the study of queerness.
Flexibility in Content Coverage
The chapters in Part III are designed to be teachable as stand-alone chapters.
This allows teachers greater flexibility in designing the organization of classes.
For example, some instructors may want to delve into issues of queerness
and spirituality, while others may be more interested in issues of wellness
or in power.
Features to Enhance Student Learning
Each chapter contains one or more “Spotlight” sections, in which an individual, a social movement or event, or a text is described and discussed in
detail — ranging from the poetry of the queer Latinx writer Richard Blanco
to the vocabulary of the queer dialect Polari to an excerpt from the fiction
of the novelist Jane Hamilton, an LGBTQ+ ally. The “Spotlight” sections
provide case studies, often historical or artistic, to which students can apply
larger, more abstract theories. They also introduce students to lived experiences and expressive products of queer people in particular places and in
particular moments in time. This, in turn, helps students situate their own
lives, experiences, and perceptions in a longer historical tradition and to
see beyond their own individual observations.
Each chapter also includes a list of further readings and viewings that a
teacher might assign or students might choose for exploring a particular topic
in more detail. The Instructor’s Resources provide other suggestions, as well.
Key terms are bold-faced when first introduced and are defined in the
glossary. A book of this scope includes terms that may be unfamiliar to many
students (or their particular usage in queer studies may be new to them), and
the glossary can help readers reinforce and review meanings and usages of
such terms. Teachers may also find the glossary a useful study guide for their
students to review for quizzes and exams, as well as opportunities for classes
to debate usage — which is always changing and evolving.
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I N TENDED AUDI EN CE
While instructors should feel free to supplement the textbook with their
own additional readings (such as memoirs, articles, fiction, poetry, visual
texts), this book is designed to be used as the sole or primary text in introductory courses on queer or LGBT studies. The book can also be used as a
supplementary text in courses on sexuality studies in general (including
women’s and gender studies), queer/LGBT identity, and disciplinary
courses that address issues of identity and society (which may be found in
departments of political science, sociology, and psychology, to name a
few). The sample syllabi in the Instructor’s Resources provide tips on how
to use the book in a variety of these courses.
I N STRUC TOR ’S R ESOUR CES
The Instructor’s Resources provides additional materials helpful to both
teachers and students. First, instructors will find a number of sample syllabi for introductory courses in queer studies, for both one-semester and
one-quarter courses. There are also sample syllabi to demonstrate how to
use the text in a more supplementary way for a variety of courses such as
Sexuality Studies and Queer Identity. Finally, there are sample syllabi that
demonstrate how to emphasize different aspects of the book in various
courses. For example, some teachers may want to focus very closely on
foundational issues dealing with language and the spectrum of identities
and experiences that fall under the heading queer. For them, Parts I and II
may be where they spend most of the course.
In addition, the Instructor’s Resources features twenty-five to thirty PowerPoint slides for each chapter, along with teaching tips and discussion questions tied to the book’s “Spotlight” and “Issues for Investigation” sections to
help review and highlight central concepts and terms. Tips for making the
most of the suggested readings and viewings are also provided for each chapter. Additionally, instructors will find a test bank for those who wish to use
content and application exams to measure student learning outcomes. Questions are provided in a variety of formats, including true-false, multiple
choice, definitions, and short answer. Essay questions that may be of most
use for teachers who wish to give unit or midterm and final exams are also
provided. The book’s bold-faced key terms along with hotlinks to their definitions, detailed chapter outlines and summaries, and learning objectives are
provided for students to use when studying for tests. The resources are available to confirmed adopters. To request the resources, contact coursematerials
@columbiauniversitypress.com or bcohen@harringtonparkpress.com.
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O RGA NIZATI ON OF T HE BOOK
The book begins with a brief introduction, setting both the binary-critical
philosophy of the text and the concept of queering as an active verb that
students will be asked to engage in throughout the course (and which
defines each of the succeeding parts of the textbook proper). Part I focuses
on issues of language, ranging from the basic terms used to classify or
name nonheteronormative people and experience, to larger units of speech
and writing, drawing on work on dialects and slang as well as on speech act
theory. Part II is devoted to issues of identity, in terms both of identity formation and of identity intersections (and the condition of intersectionality,
which is critical to much of contemporary identity studies in general). This
part begins with a consideration of the meaning of the nature of “desire” as
a way of grounding what has been central to much of the field of queer
studies, that is, variations of same-sex attraction. From there, the chapters
in Part II look at various traditional categories of queerness in sexuality
studies, including trans and intersex identities. The design of Part II is
intended to continually remind and challenge the students to recognize
that no single category of identity is extricable from other nodes of identity,
and that within any nameable category, there is a wide range of experiences
and variations.
Part III examines queerness in contexts ranging from the most formative in students’ lives (school) to those that are more global (such as spirituality and citizenship). There is a logic in the arrangement of chapters, as
they move from earliest forms of social context to those that students may
enter as they become adults.
Part IV, “Queering Imagination,” deals in the most sustained way with
issues of representation and creativity, considering such issues as camp,
activist art, and mainstream media works, as well as moving students to
“imagining” queer utopias, an issue that has been of concern in recent years
to scholars and artists alike. This is followed by a brief conclusion, which
serves more as a challenge and call to action for students — an encouragement
to continue their study of queer life and experiences at the end of the class.
AC KNOWL EDGMEN T S
I wish to thank the people at Harrington Park Press for encouraging this
project and providing helpful support throughout the process. In particular, I wish to thank Bill Cohen, publisher, Steven Rigolosi, developmental
editor, Patrick Ciano, design director, and Ann Twombly, production coordinator, for their contributions to the process. Debra Riegert was of great
assistance in my preparation of the Instructor’s Resources.
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To the readers of the manuscript, whose insights, support, and always
constructive criticism and suggestions have unquestionably improved the
book, I owe a large debt. Scott Dillard of Georgia College and State University
and Dustin Bradley Goltz of DePaul University read the manuscript in its
earliest drafts and made invaluable suggestions about how to tighten the
sprawling pages and shape them into what I hope is a useful book for readers. Tony E. Adams of Bradley University and Bernadette Marie Calafell of
Gonzaga University offered thoughtful and very helpful insights into such
critical areas as the closet, coming out, race, ethnicity, class, and privilege.
Paisley Currah of Brooklyn College, CUNY, carefully and thoroughly read
the manuscript and offered many invaluable and generous suggestions
about issues of trans inclusivity. I am grateful to all who took the time to
offer their wisdom and insights.
I am grateful to the various writers who granted permission for use of
their texts in this book, thus allowing me to provide undergraduates with
primary sources to supplement my own observations. In particular, I owe
special debts of gratitude to Richard Blanco, Scott Dillard, Loraine Edwalds,
Jim Elledge, John S. Gentile, Jane Hamilton, John Russell Heineman, and
Kevin Jennings, all of whom made the process feasible. I am so happy to have
your writings in my book, thus enlarging the dialogic process, and I am
proud to count many of you also as dear friends. I must single out the brilliantly talented and generous artist Peter Lane, whose elegant and powerful
image provides an anchor for the cover of the book.
I offer most sincere thanks to my sister, Mary Danner, and her family
for always welcoming me, never judging me, and always making me feel
the value of my family of origin. I greatly appreciate those people who,
along this pathway of life, befriended me, included me, and helped me feel
I always had a “family of choice” (whether they knew it or not): John Dennis Anderson, Gary Balfantz, Amy Darnell, the late Carlos Clarke Drazen,
Nancy Greco, Timothy Gura, Katharine Kittredge, Monica Miller, the late
Patricia S. Pace, George Piggford, Joshua L. Potter-Dineen, Kay Quinlan,
Mary-Kirk Arends Reyff, Gary Schaaf, Julie-Ann Scott, Sue Palmer Stoughton, David C. Sweeney, Sarah Trenholm, and John White. A special collective nod goes to the “DG” (Drama Group) of Oak Park–River Forest High
School, from 1971 to 1975, who created a safe, if sometimes highly theatrical (and why not?), place to begin the process of self-discovery.
Thanks to teachers who both challenged me and nurtured me as I grew
into myself: at Oak Park–River Forest High School, Helen Barclay, James
Eitrheim, Harold Lee Radford, Norma Schultz, Beatrice Soroka, and,
always, Leslie A. Wiberg; at Northwestern University, Wallace A. Bacon,
Robert S. Breen, Kathleen Galvin, Leland M. Griffin, and Lilla A. Heston;
at the University of Illinois at Chicago, Lennard C. Davis, Carol J. Gill, Joy
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Hammel, and Timothy Murphy. The late Kevin G. Barnhurst offered a
seminar on queer media studies at the University of Illinois at Chicago that
I now see was the first planting of the seed that led to this book: while I
know he would find much to critique and question in this book, I wish he
were still among us to see it, and I would love to have the opportunity to
discuss many issues in it.
Carol Simpson Stern, at Northwestern University, must always merit a
separate and special paragraph of her own in any work I do. She has, for
more than forty years, been my teacher, mentor, coauthor, and friend. Without her confidence and encouragement, I would not be where I am. And I
also wish to thank her husband, J. Allyson Stern, who has been generous
enough to “share” her with me and always to be there to provide me with
goodwill and courage when I was not sure I could summon them for myself.
Thanks also to Ithaca College, which provided me some time off from
teaching for the writing of this book through its flexible workload and sabbatical programs, and to Villanova University, which provided me with an
exciting chance to teach its fine students and work with wonderful colleagues, as the Harron Family Endowed Professor of Communication in
fall 2016. I am especially grateful to colleagues at Villanova who have
become friends: Jared Bishop, Sherry Bowen, Shauna MacDonald, Heidi
Rose, as well as Maurice Hall, currently at the College of New Jersey.
At Ithaca College I have so many colleagues to thank for helping enlighten
me on topics ranging from classical Greece to contemporary culture, gently
correcting misconceptions and generously leading me to sources (though
any and all errors are, of course, my own responsibility). I must single out
Rebecca Plante, of the Sociology Department, who first suggested me to
Harrington Park Press as a possible author for this project. In my home
department, Communication Studies, Christopher House and Robert Sullivan were always willing and enthusiastic resources, Christopher especially on issues concerning the black church’s responses to HIV/AIDS and
queer affirmation in general, and Bob in all matters classical, and also for
his gift of time and patience, particularly generous, given that he was
simultaneously working to complete his own book; he was nonetheless
never stinting in making time to answer some of my always a-bit-too-detailed (and garrulous) questions on Greek concepts of love and sexuality.
In the Department of History, I owe much to the following individuals:
Karin Breuer, Jason Freitag, Matthew Klemm, and Zenon Wasyliw. Jason,
in particular, fielded almost daily questions on Islam and sexuality, and the
book is all the better for his knowledge and insights. In the Department of
Modern Languages and Literatures, Gladys Varona-Lacey was not only a
valuable source of information, but one of the best friends one could have;
Annette Levine and Michael Richardson were also invaluable in helping me
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understand queer issues in non-Anglophone cultures. Rebecca Lesses in the
Jewish Studies Department helped me think and talk through the complexities of Judaism and queer identity. Carla Golden, both as a brilliant scholar
of lesbian psychology and as coordinator of the Women’s and Gender Studies Program, gave me the opportunity to teach the college’s Queer Studies
course, which was the genesis of this book. Luca Maurer, director of the
LGBT Center for Education, Outreach, and Services, has provided me with
a model of how to work with students across various spectrums of sexuality and other axes of identity.
The students at Ithaca College have constantly provided me with new
insights and with lessons their generations still have to teach those of us
who came of age earlier. It has been my privilege to work and learn with
them for the past thirty years.
Finally, I dedicate this book to the three men whose love and lives I
have most cherished — three men who taught me and continue to teach me
how to live a proud, thoughtful, and caring life as a gay man.
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